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Inverted W Serial Number Variety
By Peter Huntoon

Take a close look at the upper right serial number on
the Series 1957 Silver Certificate accompanying this ar-
ticle. See anything strange?

Notice how the outer legs of the prefix letter M flare
out toward the base. Normally they are vertical as on the
M of the lower left serial. The odd M is actually an in-
verted W! If there is any doubt, simply turn the photo
upside-down and you will see a perfect W.

How did such a thing happen? Fortunately, the an-
swer comes directly from Frank Tucci and Morton C. Rice
of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing Staff. This
error had never come to their attention before, but they
were able to give the following explanation with no trou-
ble.

Each numbering register is comprised of a row of ten
wheels. The first and last contain topographically raised
letters and the eight in between contain numbers. All ten
wheels are the same diameter and turn on a single
shaft. It is obvious that the numbering wheels only have
to be large enough to hold ten characters around their
perimeter, namely, 1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 0.

This means that the two lettering wheels can also hold
only ten characters. Some provision had to be made for
the other letters in the alphabet as well as the star. On
the modern machines, this was accomplished by using
lettering wheels that contain nine characters and a blank,
namely, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I and blank. The blank
position has a slot in which any other character may be
inserted. The insert is held in place by a set screw. On
some earlier machines, up to three blank positions were
left on the lettering wheels.

As the inverted W indicates, the character can fit in
the slot either right side up or upside down. The error
shown was caused when the operator mistakenly inserted
a W upside down into the slot as an M.

Let's examine the problem the operator faces each time
the serial numbering machine is set up for a production
run. The 1957 series Silver Certificates were printed in
32-subject sheets so the serial numbering presses con-
tained 64 different serial registers. All 64 registers had to
be hand set prior to each run. This meant the operator
had to individually set the serial numbers on each
register. In the case of the MA block, he also had to

insert 64 M's into the blank spaces on the prefix letter
wheels and tighten them down.

During the 1957 series, 20,000 sheets (640,000 notes)
were serial numbered in each production run. At that
rate, 157 runs were required to number a complete block
of 100 million notes. Not all of these runs were neces-
sari;y done in a continuous sequence nor were they per-
formed on the same machine. Consequently, an improp-
erly set wheel might have persisted for only a few runs
before it was either corrected or the serial numbering was
assigned to another machine.

The inverted W note shown here was printed on the
seventh run from the E2 position. George Killian owns
an inverted W note from the E2 position with serial
M06658358A that was printed on the 11th run. It is ap-
parent that the error persisted for several runs.

Killian also owns two notes, M13689199A and
M52737087A, both from the E2 position and runs 22 and
83 respectively. These notes have normal M's and demon-
strate that the error had been corrected by the time these
were printed.

The story of the inverted W is not completely finished.
The inverted W showed up again in the upper right ser-
ial on note M33850844A. This note, owned by Meyer
Fulda, comes from the E4 position and was printed during
the 53rd run. Why did the position change on the later
serials? The answer is not completely known but proba-
bly the press used to print the E2 errors was shut down or
used for something else so that the M's in the lettering
wheels were removed and thrown into the M bin. Of
course, the lone W from the E2 position went in the M bin
too! When the press was once again used to print more
of the MA block, the pressman went through the laborious
process of inserting the 64 M's back into the blank spaces
in the prefix wheels. This time, the W was inverted and
put into the upper right E4 slot!

Notice that this error could persist as long as the W
landed in the M bin and was reused. How many runs
were made with the W is unknown. Judging from the
serials on known copies, the total number must be at least
several tens of thousands. Despite this enormous quan-
tity, very few of the inverted W notes are known. The
reason for this rests in the fact that the error was discov-
ered a long time after the MA block was released and it
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was too late to systematically search for them. The
Silver Certificate redemption has also taken a terrible
toll of those placed in circulation.

The writer sincerely acknowledges the help of Frank
Tucci and Morton C. Rice of the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing and fellow collectors George Killian and
Meyer Fulda, who generously supplied information for
this article.
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